8.

Instructions and Layplans
Ruby #003

9.

Key
Wrong Side

X

Right Side
Stitch Line
RST=right sides of
fabric together

MADE IN THE UK

FRONT

Pin one side of the zip in place RST with
back bodice. Pin in place then hand tack to
secure. Remove the pins. Change the machine
foot to a zipper foot and stitch as close as
possible to the zip teeth. Stitch as far down
as you can. Repeat on the other side, making
sure that the seams align when zip is closed.

10.

Snip Corners
WS

RS

Turn the dress right way out
and flip over with the back neck
facing so it is lying over the top of
the zipper tapes. Stitch down the
side of each zipper tape. Trim top
corners. Turn the facings through
so they are back on the inside of
the dress. Iron flat.

Turn the dress inside out and
from the last stitch you made
on the zip (x), continue to
stitch all the way down the
back seam.
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FOLD
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Now all you need to do is
hem your skirt. Turn up
0.5cm iron flat and stitch
close to the edge. Repeat
and iron flat.
Finish.
Hoorah!

Front Bodice= 6
Back Bodice= 3
Front Skirt= 4
Back Skirt= 1
Back Facing= 2
Front Facing=5

Preparation

It is really important to launder your fabric (according to instructions) before you sew with it,
this allows for shrinkage. On the pattern sheet there are labels you can cut out to pin onto your
fabric pieces after you have cut them out to remind you which piece is which (handy if you cut
out and leave to sew at a later date). You must then iron on fusible interfacing to the wrong
side of facings (where required) and overlock, or zig zag stitch all raw edges, these are:
bottom edge of facings, skirt and bodice side seams and the bottom edge of the skirt pieces.
Happy Sewing!
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